Study of the field evaporation mechanism of laser-assisted atom probe
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The three-dimensional atom probe (3DAP) has been used to analyze atomic-scale characterization of a number of nanostructured materials. However, it faces a problem of uncertain field evaporation mechanism by using laser at this time. Resolving this problem is very important to carry out the quantitative analysis in 3DAP. In this paper, we focused on the different reflectivity of tungsten (50%), nickel (70%) and aluminum (85–90%), and measured them with changed laser power in the 3DAP. From the results, it was indicated that the shift of detection ions with the increase of laser power was different by the reflectivity of material. Also, we compared the field evaporation behavior at the laser pulse with that at the voltage pulse. According to these results, we verified the effect that affected the field evaporation mechanism due to the difference of reflectivity.

1. Introduction

The electronic devices supporting highly-networked information society are developing rapidly. Therewith, the analysis method which is employed in manufacture and evaluation of these electronic devices are required higher performances. In these analysis methods, the 3DAP has ultimate resolution against individual atoms and enables to visualize three-dimensional structure with atomic scale [1]. In the 3DAP, a specimen of the needle shape is used in the measurement. According to apply high DC voltage, atoms are field evaporated from the needle apex. From the time-of-flight, the atom is identified. In addition, from the hitting position on the detector and the sequences of detection, three-dimensional structure can be reconstructed. In the traditional measurement by using nanosecond voltage pulses, 3DAP had a performance limited only material with high conductivity. However, recent successful implementation of laser pulse to assist field evaporation has expanded the application areas of the atom probe technique to a variety of materials, including semiconductors and insulators.

The laser pulse brought in a lot of advantages with the 3DAP analysis. However, the field evaporation mechanism by using femtosecond laser pulse is still controversial. In the field evaporation mechanism, two types of mechanisms by laser irradiation are speculated. One is the thermal effect [2], the other is the electrical field modulation [3]. Gaining knowledge on the field evaporation mechanism is very important to deduce atomic behavior on a sample surface during the 3DAP analysis.

In our previous work [4], despite aluminum has a lower field evaporation voltage than tungsten, the field-evaporated ions synchronized laser pulse were not observed with the laser power less than 20 nJ, and tungsten ion was field-evaporated less than 1 nJ laser power. Consequently, it is considered that this change is due to the reflectivity of tungsten (50%) and aluminum (85–90%). The energy absorption efficiency of tungsten is 25 times higher than that of aluminum.

In this paper, we focused on the difference of reflectivity of tungsten, aluminum and nickel (70%), and measured them with changed laser power. We report the effect by difference of reflectivity for field evaporation.

2. Experiment

Atom probe measurement was carried out in the 3DAP developed in our laboratory [5]. This
The specimen was mounted on the sample holder with the local electrode and set in to the 3DAP [6,7]. The electrode was made by platinum and has a hole with 200 μm diameter. The measurement was carried out under the cooling condition (~60 K). Laser power was reduced to 0.6, 1.2, 2.5 and 5.0 nJ by using power cut filter from maximum power of 25 nJ. The spot size of this laser was 20 μm, and the laser was adjusted to irradiate the specimen apex. The sample was measured at the above laser powers in the order of increasing laser power. The standing voltage applied to the needle specimens was as follows: tungsten (1.8–2.4 kV), nickel (1.2–1.9 kV) and aluminum (3.0–4.4 kV).

3. Results and Discussion

The mass spectra of tungsten, nickel and aluminum measured at different laser power were shown in Fig. 1. These spectra were normalized by the maximum intensity of each spectrum. In the spectra of tungsten (a) and nickel (b), some peaks were observed at 0.6 nJ laser power. On the other hand, any peak could not be detected in the spectrum of aluminum (c) at less than 1.2 nJ laser power. In addition, in the spectra of tungsten and nickel, the intensity of the multiply charged ions was decreased along with increase of laser power. This phenomenon was not observed in the case of aluminum. These results indicate that aluminum is not affected efficiently by laser irradiation in comparison with tungsten and nickel. This corresponds to the fact that the energy absorption efficiency of tungsten is 25 times higher than that of aluminum.

Figure 2 shows the field evaporation image of tungsten sample measured at different laser power. The crystal graphic planes were observed at low laser power. However, it jumbled along with increase of the laser power, and could not be observed eventually. This result can be explained by the thermal effect with laser irradiation. So, the needle apex was warmed by laser irradiation and localized ions were induced the thermal vibration. As a result, the atoms could not fasten at a point and the crystal plane could not be observed clearly.

Figure 3 shows the spectra obtained by using voltage pulse. From this figure, the intensity of Al$_{3}^{+}$ peak increases along with applied voltage (standing voltage + voltage pulse). The multiply charged ions were detected largely. This is well known phenomenon [8]. Because, the higher voltage is applied, the higher the tunneling probability of electrons occurs. Therefore, more electrons are transferred from ions into the inside of apex. On the other hand, in the spectra of laser pulse, these changes are not observed. If electrical field is affected by laser power, the amount of multiply charged ions should increase with the increasing of laser power. However, the opposite
change occurred in fact. This result indicates that the effect of electrical field modulation does not depend on the laser power so much.

4. Conclusions
The 3DAP measurement with changed laser power was carried out for tungsten, nickel and aluminum. From these results, only the ion of aluminum origin could not be detected at 0.6 nJ laser power. Also, from the field evaporation images of tungsten, the field evaporation was subjected to the thermal effect by laser irradiation. These results corresponded to the difference of the energy absorption efficiency determined by the reflectivity of material.

From the comparison with the spectra of aluminum obtained at laser pulse and voltage pulse, the electrical field modulation is not affected by laser power so much.
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Fig. 2. The field evaporation image of tungsten at different laser power.

Fig. 3. The spectra of aluminum measured at different voltage pulse (standing voltage is 1.5 kV).
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